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Great arcade VR title that is casual to play yet offers that slight challenge that makes it addictive and fun.

Fly your wings through each level dodging the obstacles in your path while also collecting fuel to stop yourself from crashing
down. Simultaneously try to collect the coins to earn yourself higher grade medals which unlock different novelty wings and
skins (Dragons, Brooms, Drones, UFOs etc.). The levels are randomly generated which offers the challenge by putting your
reflexes to the test and each world provides new environments, obstacles, soundtracks, and day and night cycles. (Worlds: Country,
Snow, Sea, Desert, Cavern, City, Volcano, Toy, Space). There is also the option to fly in 1st or 3rd person mode which can be
activated via controller during gameplay.

After the campaign there is the added bonus of blitz mode which is practically a new game itself. Set in WW2 in a vintage black
and white atmosphere you must use new controls to shoot down enemy planes to gain fuel for as long as you can.

You're rewarded once again after blitz mode with the added bonus of endless mode (I love this one). This mode features all the
campaign world levels in an infinite cycle but as you progress dodging obstacles the speed increases infinitely also, making it
become hectic really quick. The tempo of the soundtrack also increases with the speed which adds to the fun!

Overall great value with lots of detail and rewards for gameplay!. Very cute and colorful, It will make you unbelievably hungry.
The art is beautiful and the soundtrack is premo. I found this through "The sad story of Emmeline burns" Ebi-Hime is now one of
my favorites, Need to purchase the rest. 10\/10. I have yet to be able to use this addon because for some reason I don't have the
BR155 locomotive despite having the original DLC that came with that locomotive. Until that is rectified I can't even play it without
it giving me an error because it can't find the particular locomotive and it's parts in my library.

Edit: The parts have appeared in my library as of 5\/19. The fast response of the development team is greatly appreciated and due
to this quick response I will be able to play the new DLC. Thank you so much Dovetail Development Team!. This is an excellent
physics/puzzle game based on gravity. Each of the 9 planets (Pluto is included...) has a different gameplay so you can't get bored
and timing is also essential in most levels. If you are looking for a good challenge, try to 100% the game !. "Go Morse Go!" is an
addictive little mini-game that has you typing letters in Morse code as quickly as possible.

The game has a unique visual style and a cartoony vibe that I quite enjoy. There are multiple game modes (Tournament, Survival,
Pep rally) and multiple difficulties\/options. You unlock new outfits and characters by playing the game.

What really interested me is that it really encourages you to learn Morse code. It's plain simple, the better your grasp on Morse, the
better you'll be at this game. On lower difficulties, the game tells you exactly what to press, while higher difficulties will have you
looking up the letter on a Morse chart on the side of the screen. If you think you're tough enough, the hardest difficulty will not
display the chart at all.

One thing I really enjoyed while playing Survival Mode on the second to hardest difficulty was that random letters would get
removed from the Morse chart as you progress farther, inciting you to learn Morse to get a good score.

Edit: I originally couldn't recommend this game due to a broken achievement, but the developer has since released an update which
fixed it. I can now wholeheartedly recommend this game.. Graphics are very choppy and glitchy, game is kinda slow, some features
have been added that are not in the farming simulator games but some of it just makes the game drag on and boring.. A really fun
game! Protect the little guys, upgrade their settlement and upgrade the big guy! Not very long, but its free!
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A great expansion to a great game.

Tons of quality of life improvements. They also released a patch for the vanilla game that improves graphics and the UI.

Blind Mind Studios is woefully underrated developer and I can only hope this expansion is succesful enough to allow them to
continue game developement. I really do want to see more. Awesome! Multiplayer! Fun! Fight! Flight! Ride! and alots of
things.. I am currently in game. played 250 hours in 4 week. lol. Bought this game 80% off, yet feel I got scammed. This is the
worst platformer I've played in a LONG time.

- The controls are incredibly bad and unresponsive
- The maps boring to play (when I say boring, I mean that they make you wonder if you're playing or doing a chore)
- There's a loading screen every time you want to retry even though there's nothing to load at all
- The hitboxes are broken. Sometimes you land perfectly on the jump\/end pads and nothing happen letting you fall to your
death which makes it even more frustrating considering how long the jumps take for no reason and that there's a loading screen.
- The settings have less options than a RPGMaker game
- Cannot remove Motion Blur and Garbage FOV

It's worse than those games you used to get in cereal boxes for free yet they're asking money for it.

Some "positive" reviews are obviously fake too.

Garbage game from garbage devs, if you can even call this monstrosity a game.. This game is awesome. A lot better than you
think.
We were having a LAN and were looking for a game for up to 8 players and we saw this one. CHEAP but EXTREMELY
ADDICTIVE.

LOVE IT. i just got the game and i cant start it works tho but idk what to do
. Good paintjobs. This game is a lot of fun and a challeng. Feels like shadow boxing, but looks like a mit VR work out with
Bruce Lee. :). This track is fairly bland and uninspired. There isn't even ice physics.. A great little indie game from the guy who
made Knytt. It's pretty short but reasonably priced.. Ugly, clunky,
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